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ABSTRACT
The solar radiation responsible for the production of F, layer ionization is already known to change
with the 11-year sunspot cycle.
The question has therefore been e xemined whether analogous changes
occur in the course of the soler rotation of about 27 days period in ceees where the sunspot numbers R
show appreciable quasi-persistent periodicities.
After correcting for lunar tidal intkence, variations
of the type in question have been found in the noon values of fF, for Huancayo, Peru, using the superposed epoch method.
Such veriatione are found to be of the order of 6 to 10 %. Changes in fF,
accompanying changes in R appear to be delayed by about two days, but a scatter analysis by means
of synchronized harmonic dials throws doubt on the statistical signi6oanoe of such a lag. The lunar
tides in the noon values of fF,, examined for comparison. cause total semimensuel changes of more
than 1o%insoutherns
ummer, but only 2 to 3% in southern winter.
These seasonal changes in the
lunar tidal effect L(fFa) are much huger then those disclosed in the quantitative effects of changes of
R on fF,.
The uee of these results in ionospheric forecasting ia briefly d&cussed.
THE

PREPARATION

OF

THE,

OBSERVATTONAL

DATA

The terrestrial effects of solar phenomena are often studied by considering changes
of armual or monthly averages of solar and terrestrial quantities during the course
of the 11-year sunspot cycle. Such results may be supplemented by the examination
of cases where sunspots are unsymmetrically distributed in heliographic longitude
and where the sun, in the course of a rotation in about 27 days, exhibits, alternatively,
discs with many spots and with few spots. Such 27-day variations of solar activity
(R) have, by the application of the superposed-epoch method, been shown to be
accompanied by similar variations in the intensity of a solar influence W (waveradiation) as inferred from the ranges of the solar-diurnal variation, Sq, in the horiAnalogous results
zontal magnetic intensity H at Huancayo, Peru (BARTELS [2]).
are described here ‘for the noon values of the ionospheric critical frequency fF,
observed at Huancayo.
The procedure followed resembles that described in the earlier paper cited.
It involves the following steps:
(a) From the published hourly j’F, values for January 1938 to June 1946 (WELLS
and BERKNER [ll]) daily averages of the 5 hourly values 1000 to 1400 h (Eastern
Standard Time, 75th meridian) are computed and referred to as noon values.
(b) The semi-mensual waves due to the lunar ionospheric tide L(fF,)
minated using results of an analysis already made [3].

are eli-

(c) Days which were magnetically disturbed by solar particle radiation (P)
before 1400 h, as indicated by the K-indices (IATME [8]), are omitted; these are
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In
mainly days with international magnetic character figure C = 1.7 or higher.
addition, the immediately succeeding days were omitted in order to be free from the
after-effects of such disturbances. Other gaps in the data occur where no records are
available because of reflection or of absorption by lower layers or for other reasons.
(d) The material is divided into conventional solar rotation intervals of exactly
27 days; for example, the first day of rotat,ion Xo. 1501 is Dec. 28th, 1942. These
were further divided into intervals of 27/S days, called eighths of rotations and designated a, b, . . . h.
(e) Averages of t.he daily noon values of fF,, corrected for L (fF,) are computed
for eighths of rotations (eight,h-values); for that purpose, gaps in the series are
bridged by interpolat’ions.

Figs. 1 and 2-Typical
plots
of consecutive daily values of
sunspot-numbers R and of
noon-values of critical frequencyfF2”,, (corrected for the
lunar influence) for southern
summer (December and January) and southern winter
(June and July), for intervals
near
sunspot-maximum
(1938/39) and near sunspotminimum ( 1943/44).

Fig. 1.

(f) From the eighth-values
dev!%?s

Fig. 2.

running a.verages for 27-day intervals

ese averages are subtracted
” Af.

from each eighth-value

are derived.

to compute

“ eighth-

(h) Averages are formed of Af to obtain “ t,hree-eighth deviabions ” A 3 f;
these are practically equivalent to t’he deviat,ions of IO-day means from 27-day
means.
For comparison,
eighth-values,
eighth-deviations
and three-eighth-deviations
are available for Zurich relative sunspot-numbers R (a unit of R will be denoted
by z), for solar wave-radiation
IV as derived from Sq(H) a% Huancayo, and for
solar particle-radiation
P based on C values. The tables for these data [2]
have been continued for R and P up to 1949 ; W-values end with the end of the
published magnetic readings, 1944.
The changes in the course of the 11-year cycle are so great that the values for
1938/39 (near sunspot-maximum)
and for 1943/44 (near minimum) could be plotted
in the same graph (Figures 1 and 2). The seasonal variation in fF, is clearly seen
(higher values in summer).
But it is difficult to recognize, by mere inspection,
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clear relations between the day to day changes in R and fFz in Figures 1 and 2.
This is partly due to the uncert,ainty m the physical definition of t,he daily values
of R, which, as has been already pointed out (BARTELS [2], p. 232): is reflected in
the day to day variations of sunspot-numbers
assigned either by Ziirich (R,)or
American observatories
(R,).For an example of such differences the following
may be quoted [7], [lo]:
1949 June

(Day)
Rz =

RA =

11
104
104

12
56
120

13
119
143

14
114
9;

13
8.5
10”

16
103
123

It is for this reason that this investigat,ion is based on eighth values and eighth
deviations.

Figs. 3 and -l-Eighth-values
(that is, eight values per solar’mtation of ‘2; days) for sunspot-numbers R.
noon-values of critical frequency fF2 at Huancayo, and solar particle-radiation
P, for two intervals of
__
w rotations en.ch, near sunspot-maximum
and near minimum.

The eighth-values shown in Figures 3 and 4 include intervals for which daily
values were shown in Figures 1 and 2. The smooth run of the ,f F,-eighths. especially
in southern winter, is noteworthy.
In F’? eight’hs containing days with storms
(C = l-9 or 2.0)are marked by an S. Since such days. along with those with
C = 1.7 or 1.8, were omitted in computing the fF,-eighths.
the apparent independence of fF, from P shown in the diagrams refers only to changes of P between
4
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C = O-0 and 1.G. Similarly- it i> not easy to iixfer, from a comparison of the curves
for R and jF2, those definite relationships for variations witShin one rotation found
in the following analysis.
&~~HRONIZ_~TION

EXPERIMENTS

The general idea of these statistical experiments has been described in an earlier
paper [fz]. The epochs t,o be superposed were selected as maxima or minima
according to A 3R in Experiments Sr. 1 and 3, and according to A 3f in the twin

Figs. 5 and ~-Three.eighths-deriations ( = IQ-days-means minus S-days-means) for the same intervals
as in Figures 3 and 4; relative to the scales in Figures 3 and 4. the ordinates are magnified Z-fold in R,
B-fold infF,. and (S/3) fold in P.

Exps. Nr. 2 and 4. The rule adopted in selecting pulses in R was that the sum
of three consecutive
values of A 3R should deviate from zero by 502 (= 50
Ztirich units) or more.
This gave zz = 24 positive pulses for Exp. 1, and 21
negative pulses for Exp. 3. For the twin experiments
(selection
in A 3f),
nearly equal numbers n of epochs were obtained by adopting the rule that t,he sum
of t’hree consecutive
values of A 3f should deviate from zero by l-1 me/see
(1 mc]sec = lo6 cycles per second) or more; this gave n = 23 positive pulses
(Exp. 2) and 24 negative pulses (Exp. 4). The selectSed epochs shown in Figures
5 and 6 are indicated by triangular marks above t,he positive pulses and below
the negative pulses. Figure 7 gives a complete list.

Fig. ‘I-Selected epochs in R and fF, in the solar rotation ~tmv8h3
1436 to 1546.Encircled symbols
mark those epochs which were omitted 8t 8 later stage (harmonic analysis).

Some selected epochs of the same sign in R and fF, occur less than 2 eighths
apart. A few such “ coincident pulses’ ” are shown in Figure 5 as 1443a/b, 1446 c,
1456 c. In all, 10 positive pulses and 7 negative pulses were found to be coincident
in the sense detied above, that is, about 3 to 4 pulses out of every 10 selected
pulses ; this indicates already a high degree of correlation between R andfF,.
The procedure of synchronization starts with copying, for each selected epoch
(e.g., eighth 1436b, a positive pulse in ‘R), a row with the eighth-deviations. A R
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Fig. PResults
of synchronization - experiments
for sunspot - numbers
R
and critical frequencies
fFa at Huancayo. n=number of epochs superposed.
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for 25 consecutive eights, wit,h the selected epoch in the centre: and another row
with the simultaneous values A fFz. The whole material for Exp. 1: for example,
consists of two matrices, one for A R and one for AfF,. Each matrix has n = 24 rows,
one for each selected epoch, numbered k = 1, 2, , . . , 24, and 25 columns numbered
eighth - 12, - 11, . . . , - 1, 0 (= selected epoch), + 1, $ 2, . . . > + 12. The
arithmetic averages of the 25 columns give the “ average row “; it is smoothed by
overlapping means, as (a f b + c)/3, to obtain the average three-eighths deviations
shown in Figure 8. This figure giving the main result of this paper, should be compared with t,he analogous diagram in the earlier paper [2].
Figure 8 suggests that the average selected pulse in one of the phenomena
compared, R or fF,, is accompanied by an average pulse df the same sign in the other
phenomenon.
The fol.loM-ing scatter analysis determines t’he quantitative relations,
and decides whether the slight lag of the pulses in fF, is statisti~a~~r significant.
HARMONIC ANALPSIS
In this stndy every rotation centred at a selected epoch is considered, e.g., the 9 values
for the eighths - 4 to + 4. A time variable tk is chosen, with tk = 0” at the k’th
selected epoch, and increasing from - 180’ to + 180” during the rotation considered. Harmonic analyff2 coordtnoted
+ R selecfed
sis J-ields sk cos (tk - CT,+)
for t,he selected pulse and
ck COS (tn - 7j.J for the Coordinated pulse. It is convenient. to apply the signs
(plus and minus) of the
selected pulses t,o the amplitudes ak as well as ck: so
that phase angles crk near
zero will prevail for the
seleded pulses.
Theusualharmonic
dial
representation
(CHAPMAN
and B.UTELS [S], p. 563)
for Exp. 1, with positive
Fig, 9-Harmonic
dials for Experiment No. 1.
pulses selected in R (Figure 9), shows, in the dial for R (left), the 24 individual selected pulses by as many
dots as end points of vectors determined by their lengths .sk from the origin,
Similarly,
and their an,gar
deviations
(TVfrom the vertical towards the right.
the dial for the co-ordinated pulses in fF2 shows the vectors (ck rk). The angular
scale of each dial expresses gI; and yk as the delay, in days, of the maximum of
the cosine wave after the zero epoch.
The 5 selected positive pulses in R with
the smallest sk (equal to 20 z or less) are indicated by smaller dots ; they were
omitted from the further discussion, which is thereby restricted to 19 pulses only.
The mass centres of the 19 dots, represent the average relation between the
19 pulses ; they appear in Figure 9 as the end points of the two heavy lines
(average vectors} drawn from the origins of the two dials. ~~erica~y,
the average sele&ed pulse in R is 34 z cos (t + 4”) and the average co-ordinated pulse in
fF, is 0.35 cos (t - 16’) mc/sec.
This means that the ratio of the amplitudes is
r = 97 z/ mc/sec, and that the average maximum in fF, is delayed, against R, by
4” + 16’ = 20°, or 20’ * 27 d/360’ = 1.5 d.
7
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IMPROVED SYNCHRONIZATION
The above method can be improved as follows. From the selection of the epochs
it follows that the maxima of the selected cosine waves will not deviate much from
zero epoch.
There remains, however, a scatter of those maxima (Figure 9, left)
between - 2 d and + 2 d which hampers the comparison with the ioint ‘cloud
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Figs. 10to 13-Harmonic dials for the improved synchronizationsshowing individualselected and coordinatedpulses,correspondingto Exps. No. 1 to 4 in Figure 8.
in the dial of co-o&mated
pulses (Figure 9, right). Consider, for instance, the pulse
1491 g, represented by the dots marked A and I3 in the two dials. The improvement consists in turning the “ selected ” vector OA into the vertical (position OA’),
and the, “ co-ordinated ” vector OB by the same angle AOA’ into the position OB’.
With such a phase angle correction applied to all pulses the vectors for the selected
pulses will all become vertical, and the scatter of phases in the “synchronized ”
dial for the co-ordinated pulses will indicate the degree of correlat,ion between the
two phenomena.
For this correction the phase angles of selected pulses with small
amplitudes sk are not sticiently
significant; this is the reason why those pulses
were omitted, and with them their co-ordinated
pulses.
This improvement of
Figure 9 is shown as Figure 10 ; similarly, Figures 11 to 13 show the individual
pulses used in the Exps. 2 to 4 of Figure 8.
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It is easy to suggest more detailed methods for studying the transformation
of the point cloud of selected pulses into that for the co-ordinated pulses-for
instance. to ’ reduce all selected vectors to the same amplikde-but
the number of
dots in each dial is too small for an application.
A summarizing measure for the
amount of scat~ring of the co-ordinated pulses is indicated by the “probable error
circle ” (large circle around the mass centre) constructed so as to contain n/2 of
the n individual dots; the smaller circle with a radius smaller in the ratio n+
is the probable error circle for the average vector. It is realizedl of course, that
this is a rough statistical treatment. because the distribution in the dial of selected
p.ulses is linear, and the transformation of that point cloud into the dial of co-ordinatid
pulses will not lead t*o a circular distribution.
Furthermore, the “ effective number
of independent cases ” will certainly be smaller than 12: because many of the pulses
occur in the same or consecutive rotations (see Figure 7) and will therefore not be
independent,.
As the main result, of t,his paper, the evidence for the positive correlation between
pulses in R and fF, seems conclusive.
The time lag of j’F, behind R is suggestive
but not quite beyond doubt; the satisfactory agreement of the four experiments
in that respect appears to be less significant if the non-independence
of the pulses
is remembered.
Q~_~~T~TATI~~ RELATIOXS BETWEEN AVERAGE PCLSES
Figures 1 to 6 have shag-n that the magnitude of the variations offF, are smafler in
southern winter. This is also borne out by the fact that, of the 23 + 24 ;=’ 47 pulses
selected infF,, not more than 2 pulses fall in the 4 winter months centred at the June
solstice. Hence. the following attempt to arrive at a quantitative comparison of the
harmonic amp~tudes s a.nd c of the average selected and co-ordinated pulses is
restrict’ed, in R also, to the’pulses in the other 8 months (non-winter).
Furthermore
those pplses with small sk which had been omitted in the dials are excluded.
The
following rows give the number n of pulses considered, and-judged
from the mass
centres of the dots in the dial-average
amplitudes for R in Zurich units z, and for
fF, in me/see, as well as the phase-lag offI’,
behind R;
1,
+

-

in R. n = 12:
ulses in R. n = 12:

pulses

s = 35.2 z, c = 0.44 mc/sec, lag 1.1 d.
s = 36.7 z, c = 0.40 mc/sec, lag 1.6 d.

pulses infF2, n. = 18: c = l&i z, s = 0.77 me/see, lag l-id.
pulses in fF,. n = 21: c = 15.2 z, s = 0.5; me/see, lag 2-Od.

The combined posit,ive and negative pulses, selected in R, give the ratio of the
amplit,udes r = 35,7/0*42 = 85 .z/mc/sec. Tvhile those selected in fF, give T = l&O/
0.77 = 21 z/mc/sec.
The difference betlveen t’hese two rat,ios is the effect of statistical regression (BARTELS [‘I).
_-Zs a single value for r-uncertain
as it may
be-t,he ratio of t,he averages of t*he four amplikrdes may be adopted, which leads
to a change of r = 43 Zurich units in R for a change of 1 mcfiec in t,he noon values
of fF,; this refers to the 8 months September t,o -4pril at Huancapo.
This effect of R on fF, for changes occurring in 27 days rotations should be
compared with the analogous effect in the course of the 11 years’ cycle. Average
diurnal variations of the monthly median values of fF, (WELLS and BERKNER
[llf), computed separately for mont.hs with high and low sunspot numbers, yield,
for the noon values, ratios T between 21 and 22 .z/mc/see for the 8 months con9
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sidered above, and r = 32 for the 4 winter months Nay to August. The nomogram
(PHILLIPS
[9], p. 328) for the corresponding annual means of the noon values for
fF, and of R gives T = 25, which confirms the ratios given above. All have the
same order of magnitude as the ratio r = 21 derived above from 27-days pulses
selected in fF, which, for statistical reasons, is likely to be an underestimate for r,
unless it is assumed that the changes in A ,fFz depend on nothing else but the changes
in AR.
The sensitivity of fF, with regard to changes in R seems, t’herefore, to be somewhat higher for changes in t,he course of the 11 years’ cycle than in the course of a
solar rotation, but not more than twice as large. This result should not be stressed
too much, however, for reasons given in a previous discussion of the similar problem
regarding ‘CY (BBRTELS [2], pp. 224ff. and 238ff.). The smaller number of observations available for fF, prohibit’s a repetition of the more detailed treatment applied
in the case of W, such as the standardization (l.c. p. 185) aimed at the elimination
of the seasonal effects.
The seasonal change in the relation of fF, to R can be
selectted for R, separated for winter (months May to August)
other 8 months). In order to increase the number of pulses in
negative pulses were invert,ed and combined with the positive

studied in the pulses
and non-winter (the
each sub-division the
pulses.

Winter:

n = 13; s = 35.1 z, c = 0.28 mcjsec, lag 3.0 d.

Non-winter:

71= “4; s = 35.7 z, c = 0.42 mc,kec, lag 1.4 d.

The effect of R on fF, in winter appears to be about 213 of what it is in nonwinter. The absolute noon values of fF,, judged from the aversge 27-days means
centred at the selected epochs considered, increase, from uinter to non-winter,
from 8.3 to 10.7 mc/sec. A relative change in fF, by a’$&,or in the equivalent electron
concentration
LY by about lo?/,, is therefore caused by changes in R by 49% in
winter, and 46 z, practically the same amount, in non-winter.
In order to correct
for the influence of regression the figures should be reduced to about a half, or 24 z.
In the 11 years’ cycle, relative changes of the noon values of fF, by 50/, were found
to correspond to changes in R by 12.82 in winter, 10’4.~ in non-winter.
The seasonal
decline in winter of the response of fF, to changes in R is somewhat larger in that
material than in the 27-days variations discussed above.
For non-winter,
the cases can be further divided into coincident and noncoincident pulses ; again, averages of positive pulses and inverted negative pulses
are given:
Coincident pulses,
selected in R,
n = 14: s = 35.8 z, c = 0..56 mc/sec, lag 1.7 d,
selected in fF,

n = 12: c = 29-l z, s = 0.83 mc/sec,

lag 2.7 d,

Non-coincident pulses,
n = 10: s = 36-l z, c = O-24 mc/sec, lag O-2 d,
selected in R,
selected in fFZ, n = 25: c = 8.5 z, s = O-76 mckec, lag 1.0 d.
The difference in the ratios S/C and c/s for the twin experiments is, of course, strongest for
the non-coincident pulses; the time lags, however, even for those pulses, agree satisfactorily.

The synchronizations
suggest 1.6 days as the best value for the time
extremes of the daily values of A fF, after those of A R. A correction is
because the times of the observations
differ (BARTELS [2], p. 224; the
values for the lag of W given below have been derived from increased
10
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The daily Zurich values for R refer, roughly, to about 07 GMT, while those for
fF, refer t,o Huancayo noon, 17 GMT, Prrhich is 10 hrs = 0.4 d later. The corrected
time lag of .fFs is. therefore, 2-O davs; the standard error will not. exceed one day.
This may be compared with the time lag of 1.8 days. after R: found for the geomagnet,ic II’-measure of solar ultraviolet radiation, for 111 pulses (63 positive,
48 negative) selected in R in the years 19 22-1944. The lags in fF2 and II’ appear
practically identical.
It must be mentioned, however, that for those pulses in R,
in the years 1938 to 1944, for which simultaneous observations of fF, and Tt’ are
available. the individual co-ordinated pulses in fF, and lV show little correlation
with each other, beyond the general occurrence of average pulses in fF, and W
accompanying
those in R.
There 1s an apparent asymmetry in the two secondary pulses, occurring one rotation before and after the main pulse as a result of the 27-days recurrence tendency
(Figure S). The symmetry shown by the secondary pulses which accompany the
selected pulse is not repeated in t,hose which accompany the co-ordinated pulses.
For instance, in Exp. 1, in fF,, the following secondary pulse is stronger than the
preceding secondary pulse. A similar increase of the ratio of the pulse strengths
in fF, relative to those of the simultaneous secondary pulses in R is also shown in
Exps. 2 t,o 4. This might indicate that the influence of solar spot-regions on f-F”,
increases with their lifetimes, and might be related to the lags found by ALLER
[l] in correlations of monthly means.
COMPARISON OF SOLAR AND LUNAR INFLUENCES
In southern summer, the total systematic

change of the noon values offF, with the
moon’s phase is as great as 1.1 me/see ; in January and February, for example,
this is the amount by which the noon values about an eighth of a synodic month
before Sew or Full Moon exceed those about an eighth of a month after t,hose dates
(BARTELS [3]). The semi-mensual
(CHAPMAN [5]) tidal effect of the moon on
the daily noon values of fF, is, therefore, greater than the effects of R shown in
Figure 8. This is also demonstrated
by Figure 14, which shows as ordinates all
the noon values used in this paper, expressed as deviations from 27-days averages,
and distributed according to the mean moon’s phase (abscissae), numbers p decreasing from 24 to 0 from New Moon to New Moon (448 days in January and
February, 454 days in June and July).
In June and July (southern winter) the total change due to the lunar tidal
The reaction of fFz to lunar tidal influences,
influence is reduced to 0.2 mc/sec.
of semi-mensual period, is thus shown to have a stronger seasonal variation than
its reaction to solar influences, of solar rotation period.
As Figure 14 shows, the scatter of the individual daily noon values offF, varies,
with season, just, as the amplitude of L (fF,).
This supports the hypothesis that
the irregular changes offF, from day to day are, largely, to be considered as changes
in the int’ensity of L (fF,) ; similar indications have been found in the geomagnetic
tides L (H) at Huancayo [4].
For the separation of solar and lunar effects, it is fortunate that the periods
14.77 a’ for half a synodic month and about 27 d for the solar rotation do not interfere. It is difficulty to separate the full period of the month, 29.53 d, from the quasipersistent periodicities connected with the solar. rotation.
Because of the superposed solar effect, the noon values (Figure 14) are less suitable for the studies of
the variability of L (fF,) than, for instance, the daily changes of fF, from 11 to
18 h local time [3].
11
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Fig. l&--Daily noon-values of fF, 8t Huancayo, on undisturbed
days, in deviations from 27-days averages, arranged according to
the phase p of the mean moon, to show lunar tidal influence in the
course of a lunar month.
USE

IN PRACTICAL

PREDICTION

The usual prediction of fF2 for use in radio propagation is restricted to monthly
averages. The results described here indicate that the predictions might occasionally
be refined by taking into account the quasi-persistent periodicities due to long lived
active centres confined to one half of the Sun. If this should be found practicable
the.lunar influence, which is often larger than that solar effect, should also be taken
into account.
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